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GOVERNOR OF IDAHO 
THE HONORABLE CECIL D. ANDRUS 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
Roberta L. Fields, New Meadows, President 
Charles M. Grant, Rexburg, Vice President 
George Alvarez, Boise, Secretary 
Diane Bilyeu, Pocatello 
Gary G. Fay, Twin Falls 
Colleen Mahoney, Lewiston 
Dennis E. Wheeler, Coeur d'Alene 
Jerry L. Evans, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Boise 
Charles McQuillen, Executive Director, Office of the State Board of Education 
John H . Keiser, President 
Richard E. Bullington, Executive Vice President 
Asa M. Ruyle, Vice President for Financial Affairs 
David S. Taylor, Vice President for Student Affairs 
Daryl E. Jones, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Margaret Peek, Associate Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Thomas E. Stitzel, Dean, College of Business 
Gerald LaCava, Associate Dean, College of Business 
Richard L. Hart, Dean, College of Education 
Lamont S. Lyons, Associate Dean, College of Education 
Eldon H. Edmundson, Jr. , Dean, College of Health Science 
JoAnn Vahey, Associate Dean, College of Health Science 
Kenneth M. Hollenbaugh, Dean, Graduate College 
Robert C. Sims, Dean, School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs 
Larry G. Selland, Dean, School of Vocational Technical Education 
Tom G. Denison, Assistant Dean, School of Vocational Technical Education 
William L. Jensen, Director, Continuing Education and Summer Sessions 
Timothy A. Brown, University Librarian 
FACULTY MARSHAL 
Norman Dahm, Professor of Engineering 
STUDENT MARSHALS 
School of Vocational Technical Education 
Clancy W. McCool 
Marianne Tunney 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Tara Anne Hughes 
Daniel Tad Smithey 
School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs 
Audrey G. Colvin 
Michael Scott Davis 
College of Business 
Richard David Albright 
Tammy K. Hall 
College of Education 
Kelli Jo-el Fairless 
Colleen Renee Schmit 
College of Health Sciences 
Theresa Elizabeth Balcerak 
Robin J. Speer 
Graduate College 
Tom M. Beitia 
Connie Jean Burke Bunch 
Tradition at Boise State places the senior facul ty member who is participating in the position of Marshal. Th e 
Marshal carries the University mace, symbol of responsibility and authority. 
The student m arshals are outstanding graduates selected by their college or school for this honor. 
Faculty Emeriti 
LaVar K. Hoff, Instructor in Culinary Arts, 
School of Vocational Technical Education 
Margaret Peek, Associate Dean and Associate Professor of English, 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Wayne E. White, Director, Aviation Management and Professor of Management, 
College of Business 
HONOR ROLL 
Summa Cum Laude (4 .00 grade point average) 
M-Julie Lena Adams 
M-Troy Anderson 
M-Clayton H . Arnzen 
M-Jim D. Baker 
M-Susan 1. Bostick 
A-Michael John Cook 
M-Robert W. Creed II 
M-Ramona Erinella Dickey 
M-Lowell C. Goemaat 
A-Michelle Kay LaFay 
M-Joe A. Palmer 
M-Stephanie F. Pease 
M-Mark A. Pfeifer 
M-Nancy Randall 
A-Eric Edward Robie 
M-Mary T. Seroski 
M-Rocky D. Shelton 
Magna Cum Laude (3.75 to 3.99 grade point average) 
M-Sue J. Allphin 
M-Maria I. Andino 
M-John Awong, Jr. 
M-Bruce 1. Ayres 
M -Theresa Elizabeth Balcerak 
M-Rick 1. Beck 
A-Lisa Boden 
M-Anne E. Boylan 
M-Shirley A. Braddock 
D-Janine B. Brookover 
M-Dianne Brown 
M-Phyllis·,.Gay Petersen Bunn 
M-Jana Gay Burnett 
A-Charles E. Clark, Jr. 
M-Audrey G. Colvin 
M-Lindsay Gray Crawford 
M-Mary Susan Schreiner Cromar 
M-Kay Ann Kimbrough Cutler 
D-Dawn Rochelle Davis 
M-James R. Davis 
M-Michael Scott Davis 
M-Edith Louise Decker 
M-Angela Marie Dennis 
D-Susan Lynne Doney 
M-Edward M. Elhart 
M-Kelli Jo-el Fairless 
M-Elizabeth Anne Farneman 
A-Bert D. Farris 
A-Mary Theresa Fisher 
M-Bonnie Fong 
D-Paula Jeanne Freeman 
M-Clifford Leon Green 
A-Neil Preston Hall 
M-Patricia Dooley Hazard 
D-Virgil Henson 
A-Aaron Quincy Howell 
M-Tara Anne Hughes 
A-Karl G . Jenks 
M-Douglas 1. Johnson 
M-Wallace William Kimball 
M-Diahann Marie Laird 
M-Debra Elaine Scott Lancaster 
M-Alan 1. Layton 
M-Kurtis D. Leatham 
D-Lydia Leonard 
A-Daniel Robert Lizaso 
M-Robert D. McCann 
M-Clancy W. McCool 
D-Charlene A. Maxton 
A-Antonio Juarez Medrano 
M-Vance E. Morris 
D-Gerald A. Mullins 
M-Jack Bruce Nowatzki 
Cum Laude (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) 
M-Rita Jean Adair 
M-Richard David Albright 
A-Mark Nelson Anderson 
D-Linda Leigh Baird 
D-Glenn R. Bartifay 
D-Ricky George Basterrechea 
D-David Logan Bear 
M-Debra Bogie 
M-Dena J. Brandt 
M-Clark Lee Brinton 
M-Lonny D. Brown 
D-Stephanie Lynette Brumbaugh 
M-Shelly Lynn Bunn 
M-Rebecca Irene Burgess 
M-Nancy C. Butler 
D-Laura E. Byrd 
D-Rodney Milton Cannon 
A-Ronald Lee Carter 
M = MAY, 1987 o 
M-Anne Rose Chaltraw 
D-Curt V. Child 
M-Lorna M. Clark 
M-Sybil M. Clark 
M-Shane Mason Cobb 
M-William R. Cooper 
M-Lindsay Gray Crawford 
M-Michael Todd Cromwell 
D-Mary Curran 
D-Brian Martin Daly 
M-Darin A. De Angeli 
D-Steven James Dennis 
M-Gregory E. Despopoulos 
A-Barbara J. Dillon 
M-Jetty Lynn Duffy 
A-Richard E. Dunning 
D-Jane Eandi 
A-John S. Earl 
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A-Jamie Steelsmith 
A-Kenneth R. Straw 
M-Tina Lee Strickland 
A-Thomas Patrick Sweeney 
M-Marianne Tunney 
A-James N. Twitchell 
M-Jody J. Uhrich 
M-Carl R. Youngstrom 
D-Pamela Dee Pancheri 
M-Janice Joslin Patton 
A-Todd Scott Peugh 
D-Colleen Renee Schmit 
A-John C. Sheftic, Jr. 
M-Patricia 1. Shepherd 
M-Brent D. Simmons 
M-Daniel Tod Smithey 
A-Robin Jill Speer 
D-Sharlene K. Steck 
A-Gregory Lee Streng 
A-Donald Reid Strong 
D-Lisa M. Stroschein-Dean 
M-Jay D. Taylor 
D-Julie A. Thuis 
A-Teri Lee Tobler 
M-Heidrun Toomey 
M-Patricia Lynne Turner 
A-Kendall Von House 
M-Kimberley Ann Wageman 
D-Sherrie Walker 
M-Tracy Jo Wallace 
M-Kimberly A. Welsh 
M-Laura J. Whitesides 
M-Eileen Kay Wright 
M-Kenneth E. Zajac 
M-R. Kay Ellsworth 
M-Sandy M . Epeldi 
D-Gail Marie Ewart 
M-Linda Farris 
M-Alicia Kay Flavel 
M-Patricia Ann Forbes 
A-Janice Marie Fridenstine 
D-Dora M. Gallegos 
D-Veronica A. Gehring 
D-William Craig Gildehaus 
M-Steven Michael Golse 
A-Geraldine Greer 
A-Gary Foster Guiles 
M-Tammy K. Hall 
M-Verla J. Hall 
D-Pamela Kay Harris 
M-Andrea K. Hartman 
M-Timothy Wallace Heald 
S.D. = SECOND DEGREE 
D-Gail Jean Hedger-MacDonald 
M-Sandra Leigh Hegg 
A-Sherrie Lynn Cleveland Heidel 
D-Steven Henderson 
M-Joanne Kay Hendricks 
M-Volney W. Hickox, Jr. 
A-Pamela Sue Hochhalter 
M-Holly Ann Holsinger 
M-Tamara L. House 
D-Hud Hudson 
M-Mark Stuart Johnson 
M-Peggy Johnson 
M-Tanya Kay Johnson 
A-Sylvia Jones 
D-Kevin L. Kaye 
M-Catherine L. Keibler 
M-Mary E. Kennedy 
M-Bonnie Lee Kent 
D-Paula Jean Kerby 
M-Virginia Raye Kinnas 
D-Kim Janeen Minder Kolander 
M-Carol Lynn Kulack 
D-Thomas Joseph Lauler 
M-Crayton Todd Leavitt 
M-Karen Ann Lee 
M-Mary Dawn Lilly 
M-Steve E. Lindsey 
A-Helen Fung Louie 
D-Barbara D. Low 
M-Vicki J. McConnell 
D-Barbara J. McGann 
M-Brad L. Mabe 
M-Jose S. Matanzas 
M-Bret A. Moehlmann 
M-Cynthia Ann Neal 
M-Cheryl Ann Nelson 
A-Todd J. Newby 
M-Lisa Mae Newman 
M-Heather Faye Nisbett 
M-Rita A. Nuxoll 
D-Sarah Angela Odom 
M-Christopher John Olson 
M-Jeremiah Joseph O'Mahony III 
A-Kevin N. Osthus 
M-G . Dean Oswald 
M-Mary Kathryn Page 
M-Annette Gail Parenteau 
M-Kevin Ray Perron 
A-Dennis A. Petersen 
M-Kenneth W. Petersen 
M-Sheri Ann Petersen 
M-David Lawrence Pfeifer 
D-David H . Phipps 
D-Lynn Marie Keller Plowman 
D-Cristina A. Poole 
D-Graciela Ramirez 
M-Nick C. Ray 
M-Molly E. Reed 
M-Sharon Owen Reed 
M-Shellie D. Reynolds 
M-Maria Elena Rheault 
A-Lori A. Salutregui Rhoan 
A-Jill D. Rhodes 
M-Susan C. Rourke 
M-Darrin V. Rudd 
M-Kelly Lynn Saul 
M-Vera Hurst Schumaker 
A-Mike G. Scoggins 
M-Dennis W. Skiles 
D-Sharon J. Slanika 
D-Dwain Douglas Smart 
M-James Edward Smith 
M-Robin J. Speer 
A-Mary Lynne Spencer 
M-Gerald Starbard 
D-Susan M. Stoddard 
M-Douglas Byron Stone 
M-Peggy A. Sturm 
M-Lisa M. Summers 
D-Larry Dean Sweat 
A-Sharon Orlena Harleman Tandy 
M-Darleene Thorsted 
M-Arlene M. Triplett 
M-John G. Valade 
A-Gina Theresa Via 
M-Sylvia Walters 
D-Milton R. Walth 
M-Stephanie Clare Westermeier 
M-Carolyn Denise Wickstrom 
M-Julie Dianne Wills 
M-Geri J. Wilson 
M-Jack Gorden Winterowd 
A-Todd A. Zeller 
A-Curtis Wayne Zahourek 
D-Charles R. Ziegler 
M-Mark Owen Zimmerman 
(Calculations for May candidates were made on the basis of grade point average accumulated before the last semester and there may be differences when 
final grades are processed. Candida tes for second degrees are not eligible for honors designation . All Masters candidates must have a minimum grade 
point average of 3.00) 
M MAY, 1987 o 
HONORS PROGRAM 
Capable, motivated majors from all disciplines may par-
ticipate in the Honors Program which has a focus in 
general education . The categories of Honors and Dis-
tinguished Honors indicate that students have completed 
one-fourth of their undergraduate work in the Honors 
Program including independent learning. 
Distinguished Honors 
Elizabeth Anne Farneman - Mathematics 
Eileen Kay Wright - Marketing 
Honors 
Nancy C. Butler - Communication/English 
Robyn Jennifer Dane - Communication/English 
Tara Anne Hughes - English, General Option 
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S.D. SECOND DEGREE 
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION 
SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
BUSINESS MACHINE TECHNOLOGY 
M-Howard Leslie Grove 
D-Rodney A. Hale 
M-Ronald B. Hollis 
M-Charles W. Jackson 
D-Donald P. Kershner 
M-William L. McCool 
M-Bradley V. Martinson 
M-Jose S. Matanzas 
M-Charles John Olewinski 
M-Darrin V. Rudd 
M-Garold R. Stewart 
D-Jacqueline R. Thomas 
D-Donald L. Trogdon 
M-John G. Valade 
D-Jeffrey L. Weiss 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
CHILD CARE STUDIES-SUPERVISOR 
M-Carol Ann Berner 
M-Mary Susan Schreiner Cromar 
M-Joy Fong 
M-Pamela S. Hatterman 
M-Lori Hempsmyer 
M-Karen Renee Reusser 
M-Tina Rose Marie Smith 
M-Richard John Zielinski 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
CULINARY ARTS 
M-Maria 1. Andino 
M-John Awong, Jr. 
M-Alan Dean Beckett 
M-Julie Lynn.e Catlett 
M-Susan Diane Dabb 
M-Edward M. Elhart 
M-Bonnie Fong 
M-Bryan Dean Hewett 
A-Pamela Sue Hochhalter 
A-Helen Fung Louie 
M-Clancy W. McCool 
M-Vance E. Morris 
M-Lisa Mae Newman 
M-Marvin Lawrence Olson 
M-Maria Elena Rheault 
A-Gregory Lee Streng 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY 
M-Sue J. Allphin 
M-James R. Davis 
M-Curtis G. Hardy 
M-Mark D. Miller 
M-Gary R. Pew 
M-Douglas Byron Stone 
M-Tina Lee Strickland 
M-Douglas W. Wade 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY 
M-John L. Balderston 
M-Steven L. Buck 
M-Thomas Steven Buckmaster 
M-Jackie D. Chandler 
M-Lyle N . Johnson 
M-Kelley Wilson Lower 
M-Russell James Trebby 
ASSOCIA TE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
M-Thomas Christopher Brown 
M-Robert W. Creed II 
M-Dan E. Emigh 
M-Thomas E. Huffman 
M-Mark Stuart Johnson 
M-Russell F. Koyle 
D-Thomas Joseph Lauler 
M-Kurtis D . Leatham 
M-Steve E. Lindsey 
M-Dennis W . Skiles 
A-John O. Throngard 
M-Jerry Dean Turner 
M-Paul Edward Williams 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
HORTICULTURE SERVICE TECHNICIAN 
M-Lindsay Gray Crawfo rd 
M-Michael G. Davidson 
M-Sandra Leigh Hegg 
M-Mary Dawn Lilly 
M = MAY, 1987 
M-Karla Marie McCord 
M-Larry Dean Shade 
M-Jody J. Uhrich 
M-Kenneth E. Zajac 
D = DECEMBER, 1986 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
MACHINE SHOP 
M-Bruce L. Ayres 
M-James Cooper 
M-Mark F. Corder 
M-Robert D. McCann 
M-James Edward Smith 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY 
M-Ralph E. Barnes 
A-Stormy Brown 
A-Steve Bruneel 
A-Stephen T. Carlson 
M-Robert A. Creekbaum 
A-Devin Eugene Darrough, Sr. 
A-Robert A . Dollinger 
A-Loren Grim 
M-Jeff Hansen 
M-Alton H. Homan 
M-Frank T. Itano 
A-Howard H . Jameson 
M-Charles Edward Jones 
M-Eldon LeRoy Jones 
M-Joh n V. Knott 
A-Dell Martin Laub 
M-John F. Lentfer 
M-Douglas W. Longchamps 
A-George L. Maxie 
A-Roy Mellies 
A-Jesus Alvarez Navarro 
M-John E. Pearson 
M-Bruce M. Perry 
A-Ronald D. Stansell 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
AIR CONDITIONING, 
REFRIGERATION & HEATING 
A-Kortney Joe Bennett 
A-Timothy J. Dibben 
A-Richard E. Du nning 
A -Joel Frasier 
A-Timothy P . McGowan 
A-Mike G . Scoggins 
A-John C. Sheftic, Jr. 
A-Wade R. Smith 
A-Donald Reid Strong 
A-James N. Twitchell 
A-Brent L. Vail 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, AUTO BODY 
A-Lorn T. Anderson 
M-Todd Alan Brown 
A-Fred D. Ellis 
A-Felix Gonzalez 
A-David Eric Knapton (S.D.) 
A-Geoff D. Poin t ere 
A-Bryan Craig Tatro 
A-Tod d A. Zeller 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
AUTO MECHANIC 
A-Jose Luis Cortinas (S.D.) 
A-Neil Preston Hall 
A-Karl G . Jenks 
A-Alan L. Layton 
A-Daniel Robert Lizaso 
D-John Glen McLean 
A-Joseph W. Marshall IV 
A-Antonio Juarez Medrano 
D-Gerald A. Mullins 
D-Richard E. Romero 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION 
M-Julie Lena Adams 
M-Susan L. Bostick 
M-Dena ). Brandt 
M-Dianne Brown 
M-Ramona Erinella Dickey 
M-Camille Duval 
M-Alicia Kay Flavel 
M-Cynthia A. Gallegos 
M-Lisa Lynn Graves 





M-Deena L. Murphy 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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S .D. 
M-Catherine Ann Nelson 
M-Victoria Florence Payton 
M-Stephanie F. Pease 
M-Marjorie Raney 
M-Shellie D. Reynolds 
M-Mary T. Seroski 
M-Patricia L. Shepherd 
M-Clareta V. Smith 
M-Cecilia E. Sparks 
M-Shelley R. Stewart 
M-Beatrice R. Thompson 
M-Arlene M. Triplett 
M-Laura J. Whitesides 
A-Colleen R. Wilson 
SECOND DEGREE 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
CULINARY ARTS 
A-John W. Hooper 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
DENTAL ASSIST ANT 
M-Michelle Lynn Bos 
M-Carol Ann Bruggenkamp 
M-Tania Louise Cheney 
M-Lorna M. Clark 
M-Irene Elizabeth Cook 
M-Jan Marie Verner Cooper 
M-Kristine M. Hardy 
M-Brenda Shirlene Heward 
M-Tamara L. House 
M-Roxana Lei Joyner 
M-Lisa E. Larsen 
M-Vickie Marie Mouser 
M-Michelle Lynette Murphy 
M-Tracey C. Novak 
M-Melodie Pearson 
M-Richelle Short 
M-Shar Lysabeth Stewart 
M-Christina Jo White 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
ELECTRICAL LINEWORKER 
M-Troy Anderson 
M-C1ayton H . Arnzen 
M-Jim D. Baker 
A-Carl Edward Callentine 
A-Michael John Cook 
M-Kenneth Allen Fields 
M-Frank Hartmeyer 
A-Aaron Quincy Howell 
A-Randy D. Olson 
A-Kevin N. Osthus 
M-Mark A. Pfeifer 
A-Scott G. Reed 
A-Eric Edward Robie 
A-Kenneth R. Straw 
M-Perry B. Sutton 
M-Carl R. Youngstrom 
M-Jim E. Yunker 
A-Curtis Wayne Zahourek 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL 
D-David Bickish, Jr. 
A-Michael E. Boodry 
D-Mitchell V. Gonzales 
A-Randy J. Harrold 
A-Benjamin M. Hassis 
A-Aaron Ray Higgins 
A-Bruce W. Hunter 
A-Jerry L. McGoldrick 
A-Todd J. Newby 
A-Mark Alan Robison 
A-Martin Rodriguez, Jr. 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS 
D-David H . Phipps 
D-Gary L. Thompson 
D-Timothy N. Thompson 
M-Clifford Daniel Walmsley 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE 
D-Patricia Jean Ball 
D-Rita Mares Boodry 
D-Janine Brewton 
D-Mary Curran 
D-Tina L. Day 
D-Debra R. Eisenbeis 
D-Jaqueline M. Everett 
A-Geraldine Greer 
D-Sherry Naomi Hadley 
D-Pamela Kay Harris 
D-Christine Ann Hunter 
D-Pamela L. Jones 
A-Sylvia Jones 
D-Molly Kymberli McCormick 
M MAY, 1987 
A-Stephanie L. McNeal 
D-Sharon R. Martin 
A-Kathy Mester 
A-Deana Jo Norris 
D-Sarah Angela Odom 
D-Gail Lynn Ormsby 
A-Marcy D. Owen 
D-Pamela Dee Pancheri 
D-Marilyn York Rose 
D-Bonnie Martin Rowland 
A-Susan Joy Salmeier 
D-Elizabeth A. Shaw 
D-Denise L. Watts 
D DECEMBER, 1986 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR 
M-Ross L. Boyd 
A-Ronald Lee Carter 
A-Charles E. Clark, Jr. 
M-Richard D. Clark 
M-William R. Cooper 
M-Randy Cornell 
M-Edwin G. Doyle 
A-Bert D. Farris 
M-John B. Hansen 
M-Volney W. Hickox, Jr. 
M-Ron D. Kitchell 
M-Tony Gene Murkle 
M-Joe A. Palmer 
A-Todd Scott Peugh 
M-Alfred E. Reed IV 
M-Leslie Tim Roberts 
M-Rocky D. Shelton 
M-Gerald Starbard 
A-Jamie Steelsmith 
A-Thomas Patrick Sweeney 
M-Jay D. Taylor 
A-Howard J. Upham 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, 
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
A-Lisa Boden 
M-Joni Sue Christian 
A-Siew Lan Chua (S.D.) 
M-Nancy M. Coonan 
M-Janet Paige Crockett 
A-Barbara J. Dillon 
A-Sherrie Lynn Cleveland Heidel 
A-Sivita E. Justice (S.D.) 
A-Michelle Kay LaFay 
M-Dianne Michelle O'Dell 
A-Janet McReynolds Pelton (S.D.) 
M-David Lawrence Pfeifer 
M-Angela D. Rader 
M-Sharon Owen Reed 
A-Karen C. Smith (S.D.) 
M-Marianne Tunney 
A-Gina Theresa Via 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION, WELDING 
A-Mark Nelson Anderson 
A-Jerald E. Averill, Jr. 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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S.D. 
D-Dante Michael Bourhenne 
A-Dennis A. Petersen 
SECOND DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
D-Scott W. Blake 
M-Jerry L. Blickfeldt 
D-Tore Borgeson 
M-Thomas Christopher Brown 
M-J. L. Byington (S .D.) 
M-Michelle Louise Carr 
D-Mary Colleen Cox 
M-Lindsay Gray Crawford 
D-Dawn Rochelle Davis 
A-Paula M. Dean-Beagley 
D-Kevin D. Eld 
M-Dan E. Emigh 
M-Gerald Falgoust 
M-Guy Phillip Gentry 
M-Randy Lynn Gill 
M-Steven Brett Hanson 
M-Sandra Leigh Hegg 
M-Lyle N . Johnson 
M-Neil K. Jorgensen 
M-Stacy Vernon LaFay 
D-Kara M. Larson 
M-Kurtis D. Leatham 
M-Man-Keung Mak (S .D.) 
M-Craig O sborne 
D-John R. Porter 
D-Todd K. Posey 
D-Jill Susan Roche 
M-Robert E. Rounds 
M-Dennis W. Skiles 
D-Donald Holmes Weaver 
D-Teresa Wong 
M-Hong Yue (S .D.) 
M-Kenneth E. Zajac 
M-Mark Owen Zimmerman 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ADVERTISING DESIGN 
M-Kelly Franklin Brickey 
M-Debra J. Clover 
M-Mark Karl Curtis 
D-Daud Budyanto Djayaputra 
M-Sandy M. Epeldi 
A-Holly R. Marlin 
M-Nick C. Ray 
M-Karen S. Reed 
M-Michelle Jamie Soloaga 
M-Ellen Trillhaase 
M-Suzanne M. Weeks 
A-Julie A. Werth 
M-Allison T. Young 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, 
ADVERTISING DESIGN 
D-Haddy Garnadi (+Gen.Art) 
M-Steven Michael Golse 
M-Jennifer Blake Reilly Hand 
M-Ward Patrick Hooper 
M-Sarah Eyster Jenks 
M-Jean Bybee Martin (S.D.) 
M-Randall Darrell Maurer 
D-Dianna Kay Slade 
M-Mary Catherine Veasy 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ART EDUCATION 
A-Andrea Dakopolos 
(+ Gen.Art)(S.D.) 
A-Douglas Edward Flanders 
M-jeremiah joseph O'Mahony 1lI 
M-Jerry D. Whilhite 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, ART EDUCATION 
M-Debra Bogie 
M-Judee C. Edgerly 
M-Kimberley Ann Wageman 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, GENERAL ART 
M-J. L. Byington 
A-Barbara Joan Dodson 
M-Michael Louis Marchesini 
(S .D.) 
A-Erik Oppenheim 
M-Carol Ann Phillips 
M-Timothy D. Showers 
M-Wendy Sue Weber 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, GENERAL ART 
M-Perry S. Allen 
D-Paris Almond 
M-Rick L. Beck 
M-Ann Adair Cox (S .D.) 
M-Pamela Marie Lamb 
D-Lydia Leonard 
M-Beverly Anne Lung 
M MAY, 1987 
D-Colleen Anne Moore 
M-jeremiah joseph O'Mahony 1lI 
(S.D.) 
M-Gregg Alex Schlanger 
A-Sharon Orlena Harleman Tandy 
M-Patricia Lynne Turner 
M-Kim Francine Youmans 
o DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, BIOLOGY 
M-Clifford Roland Bayer 
M-Roberta A. Bergstrom 
M-Fredrick M. Brown, Jr. 
(S. D .) 
M-Daniel P . Dami 
M-Carolyn L. Grout 
A-Keleigh Hague-Bechard 
M-Steven Guy Malone 
M-John Walter Megahan 
(S. D.) 
M-Dewey Wilmer Murray 
D-Charles Scott Needham 
D-Cleve Bradley Ouellette 
A-Stanley Alan Pierce 
M-Vonnita C. Ringen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, BIOLOGY, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
D-Charles S. Baines 
M-Richard Jon Best 
D-Lisa M. Carver-Owen 
A-Sheila An ne Ouellette 
D-Megan Donahue Overgaard 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, CHEMISTRY 
M-Robert C. Carr 
M-Jeffrey Walter Day 
M-Gregory E. Despopoulos 
M-Jetty Lynn Duffy 
M-Laura Grace Gillespie 
M-Cynthia Ann Neal 
M-David Jon Tomlinson 
M-Jack Gorden Winterowd 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
M-Mohd Farid Bin Abdul Razak 
M-Robert W. Archibald 
M-Gregory M. Beall 
D-Brian Richard Bready 
D-Richard Craig Callaham 
M-Raynor Scott Clemons 
M-Brad Russell Echeverria 
D-John H. Emery 
D-Mark James Estep 
A-Michael T. Kendall 
M-Garry Carl Mattson 
A-Bob Nelson 
A-Kelly Newton 
M-Christopher John Olson 
D-Charles 0 Rauch 
M-Michael Angelo Roman 
D-Roger John Soderling 
A-Scott A. Weddle 
M-H . John Winter 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION 
M-John M. Haas 
A-Gregory Scott Keith 
D-Noel D. Olson 
M-Gary G. Smith 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
GENERAL OPTION 
M-Tara Anne Hughes D-Susan M. Stoddard 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
GENERAL OPTION, 
AMERICAN LITERATURE EMPHASIS 
M-Judith Hagan 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
GENERAL OPTION, 
BRITISH LITERATURE EMPHASIS 
M-Richard R. Jarvis 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
GENERAL OPTION, 
WORLD LITERATURE EMPHASIS 
D-Gail Marie Ewart 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
GENERAL OPTION, WRITING EMPHASIS 
M-Ghislaine Andra Chasse 
M-Tina DawnAnn Eliopulos 
M-Elliott Randall Gamblin 
D-Jennifer Susan Gerhard 
M-Robert Orson Grover 
D-Nancy Melia McIntosh 
M-Molly E. Reed 
D-Dwain Douglas Smart 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
LIBERAL ARTS OPTION 
M-Shirley A. Braddock 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ENGLISH, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
M-Veronica Lynn Daley 
D-Virgil Henson 
M-Catherine L. Keibler 
M-Vicki J. McConnell 
D-Diana Moody 
M-Kevin Ray Perron 
M-Joann Marie Tidwell 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, GEOLOGY 
A-Phillip J. Bandy 
A-William Garrett Brown 
D-Mark Allan Cantrell 
M-Daniel E. DeAvies 
D-Dora M. Gallegos 
M-Stephen J. Hoffman 
M-Peggy Johnson 
A-Harrison T. McArthur 
D-Bruce A. Schuld (S. D.) 
D-Larry Grant Snider 
D-Caroline Molthan Wurts 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, GEOPHYSICS 
A-Abdullah Fahad Al-Zammam 
(S .D.) 
M-F. Wayne Birt (+ Geol.) 
M-Steven Michael Bunch 
D-Ronald L. Phillips 
A-Marvin Hugh Snapp , Jr. 
A-Mark P . Wood (+ Geology) 
M-Saifuddin Yahaya 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS 
M-Larry D. Calkins 
M-Roger Dale Clements 
D-Steven James Dennis 
M-Elizabeth Anne Farneman 
M-Dwight Grant Farnworth 
A-Jerry Brian Jensen (S. D.) 
M-Suzan Michelle Kidman 
M-Grant B. Larkin 
M-Michelle A. Lenhart 
M MAY, 1987 
M-Martin Andrew Lukes (S.D.) 
M-John T. Meyer 
D-Peggy Machelle Pegan 
M-Keela Joan Pollock 
M-Scott E. Poulson 
D-Fasehah Supar 
M-Carmelo Ignacio Uria 
D-Kristy Summers Whitaker (S.D.) 
M-Bradford Day Wood 
o DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
D-Rodney Milton Cannon 
A-Scott Aldon Hill 
M-Jeffrey Robert Huff 
M-Tanya Kay Johnson 
M-Rita A. Nuxoll 
M-Tammy Jeanne Rodabaugh 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, MUSIC 
D-Barbara J. Elston (S.D.) M-Scott Leland Sumner 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, MUSIC/BUSINESS 
D-John William Liebenthal M-Kelly Donovan O'Toole 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC, MUSIC EDUCATION 
M-Kenda L. Abernathy 
D-David Logan Bear (+ Performance) 
M-Steven Allan Besel 
M-Anne Rose Chaltraw 
M-Mark Earl Webb Kaufman 
D-Kirsten L. Smith Myers 
M-Bradley Wayne Nelson 
A-S. Blake Olmstead (S.D.) 
M-David Christian Prince 
M-Julie Ann Swan 
D-Ted F. Totorica, Jr. 
M-Sherry Lynne Tullis 
M-Sylvia Walters 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC, PERFORMANCE 
D-Paula Jeanne Freeman M-Christine A. Smith 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, PHILOSOPHY 
D-Hud Hudson 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PHYSICS 
A-Joseph Edward Gawron 
M-Timothy Wallace Heald 
M-Kim Thaddeus McDonough 
M-Terrence K. O 'Brien 
(+ Physics, Sec.Educ.) 
A-Steven Jeffery Siegel 
M-Daniel Tod Smithey 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, THEATRE ARTS 
M-Nancy Phillips Berger 
M-Holly Ann Holsinger 
M-Douglas M. Hoppe 
A-Mark Daniel Keenan 
M-Heather Faye Nisbett 
D-Cristina A. Poole 
M-Gregory A. Scott 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, THEATRE ARTS, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
M-Wendy Susan Eckert 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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M-Kelli Powell Fischer 
SECOND DEGREE 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION 
A-David Linn Case M-Melissa M. Gerard 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ANTHROPOLOGY 
A-Robert David Bolen 
D-Brian Martin Daly 
D-Dawn Marie Johnson (S. D.) 
D-Paule L. J. Lottin 
D-Jana Kae Thomas 
A-Kendall Von House 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION 
M-Stanley Lynn Armstrong 
D-Linda Leigh Baird 
M-Michael L. Bartlett 
D-Robin M. Cartee 
M-Iran Robert Cheshire 
D-Angela K. Child 
D-Patricia Kay Clawson 
M-Deborah Catherine Cole 
M-Mary Catherine Collins 
M-Gayle Antoine tte 0' Alessandro 
M-Michael Scott Davis 
M-Leslie Anderson Dobson 
M-Mary Evelyn Fackrell 
M-Janice M. Francis 
D-Shannon L. Grenz 
M-Elizabeth J. Harris 
M-Catherine Dickinson Hays 
M-John Earle Healas 
M-Linda C. Watkins Heywood 
M-Jared William Hulme 
M-Susan Marie Inglis 
A-Dena Rae Jardine 
M-Barbara Joan Jorden 
M-William C. Kibble (S.D.) 
M-Stephen King 
A-Randy W. Lewis 
M-Rodney Dale Limb 
M-Brian R. Loper 
D-Hilary E. Lopez (S.D.) 
M-Michelle Marcae Lucich 
M-William L. McCarter 
M-Ka thleen E. McFadden 
M-Kell i D. Meuchel 
M-Melody Tell Moehlmann 
M-Camille Rene Oliver 
M-Mary KatJ'uyn Page 
M-Donna Glenn Pfeiffer 
D-Victoria Anna Pyle 
M-Linda Jane Righter 
A-Candace Robinson 
M-Jeannie Saltus 
M-Michelle Petite Silliman 
D-Sharon J. Slanika 
M-Retta s. Swartzendruber 
D-Leo Terry Thurber 
M-Stephanie Mayson Webb 
M-Timothy P. Willis 
D-Timothy Edward Wilson 
D-Charles R. Ziegler 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION/ENGLISH 
M-Nancy C. Butler 
M-Jeffrey G. Cates 
M-Robyn Jennifer Dane 
M-Edith Louise Decker 
M-Timothy William Johnstone 
D-Patricia L. McAllister 
D-Maggie O'Connor 
M-Susan C. Rourke 
D-John C. Sauer 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION 
M-Laura Susan Barrett D-Jerry Randall Jenson 
D-Jennifer S. Blasdel M-Scott C. Jilek 
M-David Linn Case D-Jay G. Knight 
M-Paul E. Corrick M-R. Michelle Macaw 
M-Deborah K. Cronk M-Ann Roberta Sawin 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION 
M-Randall R. Ahrens M-Steve L. Harris 
D-Derek A. Butler A-Carolyn Jean Mecier 
M-Jon Roderick Cox D-David L. Monson 
M-Curtis Wayne Exley M-Mark S . Shaver 
M-Donald L. Garner 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, HISTORY 
A-Betsy Buffington 
M-Nicholas A. Casner 
M-Ervine Chris topher 
A-Jill Costello 
M-Daniel R. Greer 
M-James Alexis Gwinn, Jr 
M-C. Grant King 
A-Marthe Lee McCoy McKissick 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, HISTORY, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
A-Eden Claire Belanger 
M-Rock Brown 
D-Kelly J. Emry 
D-Benjamin P. Everson 
D-Richard Earl Fulkerson 
A-Tomas A. Hopkins 
( + Pol Sci + Soc. Sci) 
D-Patrick Dewaine McCurdy 
M = MAY, 1987 
M-Eric Michael McDermott 
A-Tami Jo Pomerinke 
M-Kim E. Roberts 
M-Laura A. Sandidge 
M-Arnold Michael Saul 
M-Kelly Lynn Saul 
M-James Mark Simpson 
M-Peggy A. Sturm 
o = DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, HISTORY, 
SOCIAL SCIENCE, SECON DARY EDUCATION 
A-Randy B. Reddington M-Paul R. Taber III 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, MULTI-ETHNIC STUDIES 
M-Marijayne A. Garner 
BACHELOR OF A RTS, POLITICAL SCIENCE 
M-Michael D. Baumann 
M-Gregory John Berger 
A-Elizabeth Karen Criner 
M-David Morgan Dahle 
A-Annette W. Glenn 
M-Ricardo T. Gloria 
D-Steven Henderson 
M-Doug Hendrix 
M-Wayne Dale Jardine 
A-Rodney Clay Joki (S.D.) 
D-Pamela Ruth Jones 
D-Patricia Lynn Knickrehm 
D-Patrick C. Littlefield 
D-Greg Edward Metzgar 
M-Douglas B. Miller 
M-Jacqueline Gail Nefzger 
M-Angela Lynn Plott 
M-Brett Jack Pounder 
A-Gloria Pilar Totorica 
M-Stephanie Clare Westermeier 
M-Jeffrey D. Yount 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, POLITICAL SCIENCE 
A-Robert Stephen Bledsoe 
M-Darin S. Frost 
A-David Brian Hyle 
D-Nicholas Charles Powers 
M-Karl DeWitt Vogt 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIEN CE 
M-Edwin K. Apperson 
M-Roderick Carr 
M-Joyce DeGrio 
D-Suzanne J. Eastman 
M-Lynn R. Eldredge 
D-Jill Joene Erdley 
M-Lynn M. Garner 
D-Karla Jan Heither 
M-Vicky L. Keeth 
M-Larry Don Keith 
D-Ralph E. McMullen 
A-Michael F. Marolf, JI. 
D-Julie A. Thuis 
M-Heidrun Toomey 
A-Jon R. Uehl ing 
M-Denise Jeanette Washington 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE 
M-Steve W. Gillis 
A-Penny Renee Jones 
M-Shirley Jean Seaborn 
M-Alan Ross Smith 
D-Sharlene K. Steck 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, SOCIAL WORK 
M-Ambrose A. Baltes 
M-Audrey G. Colvin 
M-Karen Elizabeth Fariss 
M-Alice Marie Gonzales 
M-Beth Elaine Halaas 
M-Brenda Jean Hartley 
M-Robyn Lynn Hayes 
M-Serona A. Knowlton 
M-Paul B. MacLachlan 
M-Susan S. Oakes 
M-Penita Hardaway Pratcher 
M-Phyll is A. Rainey 
M-Suzan D. Roark 
M-Neena Smith 
M-Katherine Adele Sorger 
M-Julie M. Stevens 
M-Regan Timms (S.D.) 
A-Valerie Ann Vogel 
M-Julie Warmack 
M-Judith E. Heindel Windom 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, SOCIOLOGY 
M-Nadim A. Madi M-Lori Ann Oliver (+ PoI.Sci.) 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, SOCIOLOGY 
M-Robert Shane Abel 
A-Steven P. Bird 
A-Rebecca Sue Boyer 
M-Michael Eric Johnson 
D-Rick G. Kearns 
M-J. Andrew Moes 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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D-Lorri A. Morgan 
D-Laurel Ann Muenchausen 
M-Richard Wayne Patrick 
A-Rodney L. Scott 
M-James E. Wooten 
M-Susan Linette Young 
SECOND DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, 
MARKETING: MID-MANAGEMENT 
M-Melissa Jean Avaava 
M-Michael J. Boros 
M-Kathleen M. Connolly 
M-Susan G. Dillon 
M-Kirk B. Dudley 
M-Chriselda Guerrero 
D-Michael T. Hazel 
D-Susan E. Hines 
D-Paula Jean Kerby 
M-Barbara J. Knight 
D-Clarence Man-Keung Mak 
(S. D.) 
M-Richard E. Morino 
M-David B. Nordberg 
M-Dennis James O 'Connell 
A-Craig Osborne 
M-Tamara G. Pond 
D-Calvin Emmett Quinowski 
M-Christian J. Schaffeld 
M-Robert J. Steele 
M-Heidi Ruth Ulrich 
M-Pamela Renee Warren 
M-Barbara Lynn Waterfield 
M-Hong Yue 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ACCOUNTING 
D-Curt V. Child 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
ACCOUNTING 
M-Jill E. Aitchison 
A-Kent E. Anderson 
D-Ahmad Zaidi Bahari 
D-Ricky George Basterrechea 
M-Brenda Kay Beebe 
M-Katie A. Bell (S.D.) 
M-Julie Suzanne Bonner 
D-Sandra Lee Boxall 
A-Jeffrey John Brackus 
M-Janice C. Burkholder 
D-A. Aziz Hj . Burok 
D-Laura E. Byrd 
M-Cynthia Ann Coonradt Callaham 
A-Linda D. Callan 
D-Chris Kendell Casteel 
M-Kristi Diane Chiles 
M-Gwen Lee Cohen 
M-Mary Katherine DeMeyer 
M-Craig Mulkey Ellsworth 
M-R. Kay Ellsworth 
M-Todd Gaylord Erickson 
M-Rick Farnsworth (S.D.) 
M-Linda Farris 
D-Kathleen Mayes Fawcett 
D-Kelli Mae Franklin 
M-David M. Fulkerson 
M-Denise Diane Fuller 
D-Shirley A. Garrett 
M-Joni L. Glennon 
M-Kimmi M. Harris 
M-Gail G. Hofert 
M-Brett A. Howard 
M-Kathleen Marie Hutchins 
M-Wendy Kay Ingelstrom 
M-Rene Akiko Iwamasa 
M-Robert Michael Jones 
M-Kimberly Ellen Jorgenson (S.D.) 
M-Anne Margaret Kalb (S.D.) 
D-Kevin L. Kaye 
M-Jennifer Ann Kester 
M-Wallace William Kimball 
D-Laura Lee Kitchens 
D-Mickey C. Knobel 
D-Luann L. Kuntz (S. D.) 
D-Patricia M. Lacayo 
M-Diahann Marie Laird 
D-Azhar Bin Abdul Latif 
D-Julie LaRocco (S.D.) 
M-Liane Michelle Lemons 
D-Angela Lewis 
D-Barbara J. McGann 
D-Nora Mad Rais 
M-Noorashiken Mahmood-Ibrahim 
M-Sandra M. MarquiSS 
A-Kamaluddin Mat Ali 
M-Bret A. Moehlmann 
M-Lisa J. Palmer 
M-Chan C. Parmer 
M-Janice Joslin Patton 
D-Jane S. Pon 
M-Wm. Andrew Rodman 
D-John Mason Rucker 
D-T. G. Scofield (S.D.) 
M-Norman Keith Short 
D-Stephanie Hone Sledzieski 
M-Douglas Hansen Smith 
D-Randall Lee Smith 
M-Susan Lindsay Smith 
A-Daniel Martin Sola 
A-Brett R. Spencer (S.D.) 
M-Jana M. Stokes 
M-Robert Dean Swensen 
D-Eric W. Uhlenhoff 
M-Richard Loren Waller, Jr . 
M-Ivan Nathan Weeks 
M-Annette E. Weick 
D-LaVee R. Williams 
M-Robert J. Williamson 
M-Jaynalene Willis 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING 
M-Darin A. De Angeli 
D-Kurt Jay Euteneier 
M MAY, 1987 
M-Carolyn Denise Wickstrom 
D DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
M-Hazel Lynn Batch 
D-Bryan E. Craig 
M-Maryann Hopkins Green 
M-Valerie Harjo-Barr 
D-Janelle Jean Jensen 
D-Patricia J. McGlothin 
D-Cathy Lee Rogers 
M-Kristina A. Vaughn 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
D-Pamela Denise Cross 
D-Gregory Scott Hagood 
M-Josie Krahn 
M-Kristi Jeppesen Morino 
A-Gregory Alan Townley (S. D.) 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
M-Richard David Albright 
D-Michael G. Ames 
M-Donna Marie Bernardelli 
A-W. Craig Brown 
M-Christine Louise Burdick 
D-Brenda Jo Chiles (+Accounting) 
M-Scott Michael Compton 
D-Ruben Contreras 
M-Michael Todd Cromwell 
M-Timothy Joseph Donahue 
M-Allen L. Eustice 
A-Cary A. Fisher 
D-Isabelle I. Fowler 
A-Michael S . Fuchs 
M-Lowell C. Goemaat 
M-Jo Anna Thorley Graeff 
D-Connie L. Gross 
M-Eddie s. Holt 
M-Frank Lee Keller 
D-Sandra Lee Kindall 
M-Virginia Raye Kinnas 
D-Arthur C. Lee 
M-Daryl N. Little 
M-Steven W. Marlatt 
M-David H. Mills 
M-Cheri D. Moore 
M-Susan J. Neuman ( + Accounting) 
M-John Robert Nice 
M-G. Dean Oswald 
M-Annette Gail Parenteau 
M-Jose A. Peredo 
A-Scott L. Post (+Accounting) 
A-Susan Ann Rector 
M-Barry C. Rudd 
M-Michael E. Seals (S.D.) 
M-Brian Dean Smelcer 
M-Kristi Rochelle Steele 
D-Lisa M. Stroschein-Dean 
D-Misti Wilkerson 
M-Douglas A. Wisdom 
M-Stella Kristine Wright 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
A-Shayne A. English 
D-Julie LaRocco 
M-Kenneth W. Petersen (+ Accounting) 
A-Jill D. Rhodes 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS 
A-David L. Duro 
D-Jim Hui 
M-Kelly L. Johnson 
M-Elaine F. McMurren 
M-William Wayne Richards 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
ECONOMICS 
M-Dena E. Chapman 
M-Mark Churchillo 
M-Lonnie Keith Corbridge 
M-Tammy K. Hall 
M-Gary Wayne Johnston (+ Finance) 
A-L. Neal Knight 
M-Patrick E. Records 
D-Douglas K. Reich 
D-Mark Ronald Salow 
M-Kenneth Anthony Schumacher 
M-Steven A. Tate (+ Finance) 
M-Roger John Tracadas 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ECONOMICS 
A-David Earl Brown 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
ECONOMICS-SOCIAL SCIENCE, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
D-Lois Van De Kop 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
FINANCE 
D·Azman Abdul Rasip 
M·Shelley A. Arnold 
M·Noel Arlington Bain 
D·Bradley Franklin Bartlett 
M·Teri Lynn Barton 
D·Lee S. Belnap 
M·Shelly Lynn Bunn 
M·Margaret Burusco 
D·Gary L. Davis 
M·Todd C. DeSilvia 
M·Kenneth A. Dinguss 
D·Susan Lynne Doney 
D·Jeffrey Lynn Elliott 
A·Rick Farnsworth 
M·Caria Jayne Fischer 
D·Brian W. Hedges 
M·Brad J. Henry 
M·Bryan E. Hossner 
M·Kendali Robert Hoyd 
M·Judson Jay Hughes ( + Accounting) 
D·Dave A. Kester 
M·Crayton Todd Leavitt 
M·David Michael Lemons 
M·Robert M. Lyons 
M·Teresa Ann McLaughlin 
M· Tracy Alan Madsen 
D·Clarence Man·Keung Mak 
M·Robert Mankin Mannschreck 
M·Philip D. Mannlein 
M·Steven David Meyerhoeffer 
M·Michael A. Miller 
D·Hafsah Bt Mohd. Yusoff 
M·Cheryl Ann Nelson 
M·Jack Bruce Nowatzki 
M·Joseph Coe Parker 
D·Andrew Nathan Pena 
M·Jade E Preston 
M·Coleen F. Sedivec 
D·Roland B. Smith 
A·Daniel Arthur Suhr, Jr . 
A·Anne Lucille Tiddens 
M·Mark Alan Troy 
M· Sidney Stuart Vogt 
D·Fred R. Wad del 
M·Steven D. Wasden 
M·Kimberly A. Welsh 
M·Diana Lynne Winslow 
M.Tracy A. Wright 
D·George Edward Yarbrough, Jr. 
M·Kim Man Yu 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
D·Miles Lynn Bachman 
A·Joe David Bergey 
M·Brian L. Burns 
M·Christian L. Holstine 
M.JeffreY· Grant Kapp 
M·Eric Vaughn Larson 
D·Jacqueline Marie Rogers 
D·Milton R. Walth 
M·Paul Russell Young 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
GENERAL BUSIN ESS MANAGEMENT 
M·Michael L. Barnes 
D·Barry D. Burbank 
M·Kari Coonis 
M·Jeffrey D. Erekson 
M·Michael Ellis McIntosh, Jr. 
D·Magdalena Ortega 
M·Lloyd Howard Putnam 
M·Robert Michael Rydalch 
M·Wanda E. Smith 
M·Craig Morris Spjute 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
MANAGEMENT, AVIATION OPTION 
D·Brian D. Carter 
A·Michael Braddock Coba 
M·Allan Jess Winfield Edwards 
A·Joe W. Hicks 
D·Brandon Garry Isaacs 
A·Kelly Kiler 
D·Paul K. Larsen 
M·Noel Charlene Price 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS AD MINISTRATION, 
MANAGEMENT, TRANSPORTATION OPTION 
M·John J. Keiser 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
MANAGEMENT, BEHAVIORAL OPTION 
M·Jack Dale Bennett 
D·Rodger Clark Couch 
M·Richard S. Crothers 
A·Cynthia Marie Draper 
M·Wendy Jo Foxall 
M·Lori Ann Graves 
A·Kevrette D. Johnson 
D·Alfred Yin Kong Kow 
M·Kirk Lee Larson 
A·Karia Karol Lundstrom 
M·Curtis Ron Parmer 
D·Graciela Ramirez ( + Finance) 
A·JiIl D. Rhodes (S.D.) 
M·David Alan Seiler 
M·Catherine Louise Trueblood 
A·Jim Robert Zimmerman 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
MANAGEMENT, ENTREPRENEURIAL OPTION 
M·Clifford Leon Green M·Kamela Sue Keyes 
M MAY, 1987 D DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
MANAGEMENT, 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS 
M·Mary Laine Brownson 
D·Stephanie Lynette Brumbaugh 
M·Robert D. Chase 
M·Trent Layne Gerber 
M·Shellie L. Jackson 
M·Amy L. Janibagian 
D·James Craig Johanson 
M·Brad L. Mabe 
M·Anthony J. Moes 
M·John Glenn Reed 
M·Vera Hurst Schumaker 
M·Susan Teresa Shawver 
M·James Holmes Smiley, Jr. 
( + Accounting) 
M·Gregory L. Stevens 
M·Jane Claire Stutzman 
M·Donald E. Swanson 
M·Christopher T. Tverdy 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
MANAGEMENT, 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS OPTION 
A·Abdulla Hussain Abdulla Ahmad 
A·Saleh Alregaiba 
D·Michael Gericke 
M·Shawna Lee Hansen 
M·Roxie K. Kelly 
D·Meng·Oi Ker 
D·Michael Stephen Pearson 
D·Larry Dean Sweat 
M·Robert Paul Wilkes 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
MARKETING 
M·James Richard Adams 
M·Terry Dee Allen 
M·Mary A. Bielenberg 
D·John J. Blakeley 
M·Daniel L. Bliss 
M·William H. Brown III 
A·Laird Stuart Butler 
M·Anna Marie Butts 
M·Laurie A. Clawson 
M·Susan E. Corisis 
A·Steven Lloyd Cox 
M·Robin Ray Crews 
M·Anna Marie Culver 
A·Louis Thomas D'Andrea 
D·Eva Marie Davis 
M·Jennifer G. Egerman 
A·Dana K. Emery 
M·Michael Louis Englehorn 
A·Steven R. Ford 
D·Wendolyn Brooke Frank 
D·Veronica A. Gehring 
M·John Lance Giles 
M·Caroline Jean Gill 
M·David J. Groeger 
M·Robin Lee Grube 
M·Dennis W. Hammer 
A·Thomas E. Heffner 
D·Martin Hinderer 
M·Mark Allen Hogenson 
M·Huntington Allen Ireland 
M·Phillip M. Jackson II 
M·Parrish Shane Jones 
D· Valerie Marie Keuter 
D·Debbie Kay Kinnear 
D·Kim Janeen Minder Kolander 
M·Cynthia McArthur 
M·Patricia Mc Whirter 
M·David Bruce Martin 
D·David Troy Martin 
M·Christian Richard Mickelson 
D·Laurie J. Mock 
D·Lani Jo Mogabgab 
D·Mary Kay Morgner 
M·Paul Mosher 
M·Mark Morell Myers 
M·John Patrick Oberst 
D·Nancy M. Paine 
M·Lorie Ann Sawyer Pointer 
M·Dawn Marie Ramos 
M·David Lee Rasmussen 
D·Martin A. Reid 
D·Vicki E. Rogers 
D· Thomas A. Rus 
M·Lisa Ann Sasser 
A·Tamara Ann Schimmels 
M·Brent D. Simmons 
M·Bobette Suzan Steffler 
M·Lisa M. Summers 
D·Michael Emilio Tenne 
D·Jennifer M. Teramura (S .D.) 
M·Hitomi Terukina 
M·Karen M. Toal 
M·Scott H. Trefaller 
A·Keith L. Vermilyea 
M·Gary S. Welch 
M·Melissa Anne Whiteman 
M·Eileen Kay Wright 
M·Tracy Yeates 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
M·Dyle Hong Kwai Yue 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
QUANTITATIVE MANAGMENT 
M·Barbara J. Acker 
M·Shane Mason Cobb 
M·Kimberly Jo DiLorenzo 
D·Cindy Lea Felton 
D·Todd Andrew Gooding 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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A·Mark J. Grissom 
M·David M. Henricus 
M·Douglas L. Johnson 
D·Richard M. Newnham 
M·Douglas G. Van Curen 
SECOND DEGREE 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
REAL ESTATE 
M-Leland J. Bernasconi 
M-David L. Bigelow 
D-Wayne D. Hagberg (S .D.) 
D-Harry Dorian Holbert 
M MAY, 1987 o 
M-Randy D. Lane 
D-Sue O 'Neall 
M-John Marshall Starr 
DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, REAL ESTATE 
A-Ahmad F. Bin Ahmad Khairuddin 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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S.D. SECOND DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF ED UCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
M-Brenda L. Allen 
M-Julie Anne Ball 
M-Patricia Jo Bates 
M-Dagmar K. Battazzo 
M-Kristie D. Brokaw 
D-D-Janine B. Brookover 
M-Deanne G. Bryce 
M-Phyllis Gay Petersen Bunn 
M-Jana Gay Burnett 
A-Christie Burress-Ashfield 
A-Joan K. Caywood 
D-Donna K. Clark 
D-Helen Coile 
M-Kay Ann Kimbrough Cutler 
M-Angela Marie Dennis 
A-Rebecca L. Eisenman 
M-Janet Denise Eldridge 
M-Nancy Mae Albasini Faller 
D-Mary S. Fields 
M-Patricia Ann Forbes 
M-Jana Kirstin Fox 
M-Tanya L. Freitag-Bethel 
M-Curtis Fuller 
M-Lori M. Garretson 
M-Rhonda M. Gerleman 
M-Kara L. Ginther 
D-Constance E. Green 
M-Valerie Dawn Hall (S .D.) 
M-Verla J. Hall 
M-Patricia Dooley Hazard 
D-Gail Jean Hedger-MacDonald 
M-Christa Jean Hedlund 
M-Lana Waite Holden 
D-Lisa Marie Kardos 
M-Carol Lynn Kulack 
M-Karleen Mae Laible 
M-Debra Elaine Scott Lancaster 
M-Jack L. Long 
M-Virginia R. Loper 
A-Donna Mae McCaughey 
M-Mary Jo McClatchy 
M-Garianne M. Mabe 
M-Darcy Lyn Mahoney 
M-Catherine M. Maloney 
M-Michelle Diane Marchant 
M-Carla Pearl Mary 
D-Charlene A. Maxton 
D-Teresa Renee Maynard 
M-Sonja F. Mickelson 
M-Linda S. Miller 
D-Lisa Tsuyako Nukaya 
M-Pauline Jan Orr 
D-Cynthia Jean Poches 
D-Lori Diane Riley 
D-Laura Jean Rohm 
D-Petra Mae Rose 
M-Craig Walter Routson 
M-Elaine Runyon 
D-Timothy Dale Sandahl 
D-Colleen Renee Schmit 
A-David William Smith 
M-Theresa L. Snodgrass 
M-M . Cathy Sorger 
M-Kathy J. Sorenson 
D-Shirley K. Stoehr 
M-Barbara E. Sulfridge 
M-Laurie L. Wald 
D-Sherrie Walker 
M-Patricia O'Hara West 
D-SallySue V. Whitley 
M-Julie Dianne Wills 
M-Geri J. Wilson 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, 
BILINGUAL-MUL TICULTURE 
A-Juanita Regalado DeLeon 
A-Erin Leslie Donovan 
M MAY, 1987 
M-Jill A. Jones Ragan 
o DECEMBER, 1986 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
PHYSICAL ED UCATION : 
NON-TEACHING OPTION 
A-Linda A. Blanksma 
M-Terrence James Currie 
D-Ronald Dwayne Forgey 
A-Bret J. Fuller 
A-Gary Foster Guiles 
M-Paula J. Hanna 
D-Robert Francis Heffner 
M-Melanie Anne Johnson 
M-Carl R. Keever 
D-Laura Jean Kinghorn 
M-Tod Blount Littlefield 
M-Huey W. Reed (S .D.) 
M-Norman O . Roach 
M-Sandra K. Schaeffer 
D-Kristin H. Steele 
M-Katrina I. Stein 
D-Kristin Adams Syms 
M-Julie Ann Viker 
M-Scott Robert Vinsonh aler 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
D-Glenn R. Bartifay 
M-Lonny D. Brown 
M-Katherine Jean Burton 
M-Brent W. Clark 
M-Margaret Ann Connors 
M-Suzann Lyn Dixon 
M-Susan Kaye Gerhart 
D-Art Hendrickson, Jr. 
D-Douglas R. Holloway 
A-Trent Aubrey Johnson 
M-Mary E. Kennedy 
M-Susana Margarita Larrocea 
M-Sharon Marie Mulberry 
D-Katrina J. Ostrom 
M-David Wayne Shada 
A-Willie Charles Stewart, Jf. 
M-Dirk James Wageman 
M-Cindy T. Williams 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, PSYCHOLOGY 
D-Steven John Chen (S.D.) 
D-Jane Eandi 
M-Kelli Jo-el Fairless 
M-Eric La Don Hayes 
D-Laura J. Hewett 
M-Kristie Diane Ormond 
M-Janet R. Wheatley 
D-Theresa L. White 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PSYCHOLOGY 
M-Anne E. Boylan 
M-Karen Louise Bradley 
M-Byron Gerard Burton 
M-Katherine K. Crawford 
M-Raymond Keith DeHaan 
M-Joanne Kay Hendricks 
M-John Drew Hetherington 
M-Kimberly L. Hudlet 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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M-Catherine L. Keibler (S.D.) 
D-Lynn Marie Keller Plowman 
M-David John Rodemack 
M-Adrianne Dorothy Saucerman 
M-Heather Caswell Taylor 
D-David A. Thornton 
M-Nancy Jeanne Wilper 
SECOND DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF H EALTH SCIENCES 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, 
MEDICAL RECORDS SCIENCE 
A-Diane Marie Viner Armstrong 
A-Bonnie Lorene Arner 
A-Jennifer L. Babbitt 
A-Jennifer Renee Bailey 
M-Debra R. Brown 
M-Rita Ann Burdick 
M-Salvador Campos 
M-Wendie M. Cimino 
A-Angela W. Colborn 
M-Holly Williams Colwell 
A-Mary Ruth Cram 
M-Kelly L. Allsop DeLeo nard 
A-Tony Brent Diggs 
M-Rebecca M. Dornbusch 
A-Laura Lynn English 
A-Mary Theresa Fisher 
A-Donna M. Freestone 
A-Glenna Sue Gardner 
M-Nina J. Gray 
M-Rinda Marie Gruver 
A-Holly Louise Hamilton 
M-Kathleen Lynn Jacobs 
M-Nancy Lynn Jorden 
M-Angie K. Jording 
A-Denise R. Kanthack 
M-Mary Katherine Langdon 
M-Karen Renee Leraas 
A-Karin Allen Lynde 
A-Teresa Ann McFarland 
M-Melissa Louise McPhetridge 
M-Maureen Joyce McVicker 
M-Mary Elizabeth Marrone 
M-Trisha H. Nord 
A-Diann Lynn Parks 
M-Melissa Rae Pitman 
A-Marilyn Roseanna Pruett 
A-Ligia H. Rios 
A-Debbie Lynn Robinson 
A-Michelle Helena Rosato 
A-Margaret Mary Short 
A-Mary Lynne Spencer 
A-Shirley L. Stacey 
A-Teri Lee Tobler 
M-Jennise Vander Vegt 
A-Amy L. Wreggelsworth 
A-Katy D. Wyatt 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
A-Douglas J. Bashford 
M-Tonya Lee Beaman 
A-Donette J. Bolduc 
M-Kristie Suzette Carrier 
A-Sylvia Cedillo 
A-Kirt H . Clifford 
A-Connie Marie Collins 
A-John S. Earl 
M-Cheryl L. Ernest 
A-Janice Marie Fridenstine 
A-Diana Lynn Hardy 
A-Andrea Kim Hartman 
A-Scott Wm. Kagayama 
A-Holly Deanna Lloyd 
A-Rochelle Ann Miller 
A-Brian J. Nibler 
M-Patty Pennington 
M-Suzanne Marie Perkins 
A-Lori M. Putzier 
A-Lori A. Salutregui Rhoan 
M-Jan C. Saxton 
A-Lisa Anne Scott 
A-Robin Jill Speer 
M-Leanne M. Summy 
M-Andres Trejo 
M-Carolyn F. Wilson 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
A-Stacy M. Blood 
M-Clark Lee Brinton 
M-Rebecca Irene Burgess 
M-Kristine Holly Frost 
M-Theresa Anne Hedrich 
M MAY, 1987 
A-M. Brian Judy 
A-Erik D. Moser 
M-Richard S. Raymond 
M-Joe Streiff 
M-Mark W. Wood 
D DECEMBER, 1986 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, REGISTERED NURSING 
M-Sabrina C. Asker 
M-Karen Amanda Ayarra 
M-Karen A. Ball 
M-Ellen Bencken 
M-Karen J. Bess 
M-Alison Jean Birnie 
M-Corinne Marie Bozer 
M-Patricia Ann Britzius 
M-M. Kristine Burkett 
M-Teresa Marie Hei Burt 
M-Sybil M. Clark 
M-Katherine Ann Clohessy 
M-Shari A. Cornell 
M-Tobi Whitman Drake 
M-Robert A. Elieson 
M-JoAnna R. Endicott 
M-Jacqueline Garner 
M-Anne Moree Goss (S .D.) 
M-Kristi J. Hammons 
M-Gayle V. Higgins 
M-Susan P. Kaiser 
M-Cristy F. Kelley 
M-Bonnie Lee Kent 
M-Carla Leah Kumm 
M-Karen Ann Lee 
M-Tamara Colette Lutz 
M-Kelly Anne McMillan 
M-Ofelia Massengale 
M-Melanie Kay Mitchell 
M-Suzette Moloney 
M-Lois Murdock 
M-Jane Lizabeth Orton 
M-Sandy Pardew 
M-Sheri Ann Petersen 
M-Carla D. Pladsen 
M-Vivian L. Ramsauer 
M-Nancy Randall 
M-Karaleen Belle Schoen 
M-Shirley L. Shane 
M-Tamra K. Shelton 
M-Karol Lee Stafford 
M-Barbara Jean Swanstrom 
M-Kimberle M . Thomson 
M-Suzanne Vauthier 
M-Holly Vickers 
M-Janet K. Ward 
M-LaDeena Arlene Ward 
M-Jody R. Williams 
M-Alicia R. Wolf 
M-Patricia Elaine Wright 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
D-Najeeb A. Al-Rawas 
M-Mark William Edington (S.D.) 
A-Scott L. Lund 
M-Charleen A. Maffett 
M-Robyn White Steiner 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
HEALTH SCIENCE STUDIES 
D-Ronda L. Carson 
M-Denise Hope Everheart 
M-Annette L. Myers 
M-Tracy Jo Wallace 
M-Stephan Paul Young 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
A-Sally Ann Archer (S.D.) 
A-Marilee J. McDonald (S.D .) 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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A-Kimberley D. Vaughn (S.D.) 
SECOND DEGREE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, NURSING 
M-Rita Jean Adair 
M-Ella Arthur 
M-Theresa Elizabeth Balcerak 
M-Margaret L. Bristow 
M-Kim Elizabeth Derr 
M-Katie Irene Green 
M-Karen C. Leeds (S.D.) 
M-Nancy Lorraine Sharp 
M-Debra F. Smith 
M-Karen Marie Hansen Smith 
M-Darleene Thorsted 
M-Dorothy Vetter 
M-Jeannine Louise James Williams 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PRE-MEDICAL STUDIES 
M-Stephen Jennings Michas M-Alan Scott Nelson 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
M-Donette J. Bolduc 
D-Teri J. Bowman 
A-Scott Edgar Christensen 
D-William Craig Gildehaus 
M-Andrea K. Hartman 
D-Barbara D. Low 
M-Robin J. Speer 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
M-Robert Dawson Hase M-Richard S. Raymond 
M MAY, 1987 D DECEMBER, 1986 A = AUGUST, 1986 
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GRADUATE COLLEGE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, ART 
M-Teresa Wigdor Christenson 
M-Patrick Lyn Hughes 
A-Helen Grainger Wilson 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
A-Gayton Ray Gianchetta M-Cynthia Ann Lee 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, 
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION 
A-John R. Aldape 
A-Paula Denise Anderson-Kellerer 
D-Rose Beebe 
A-Evelyn Louise Bennett 
D-Richard Scott Blei 
M-Lola A. Booth 
D-Connie Jean Burke Bunch 
D-Timothy Paul Eugene Bunn 
D-Barbara Joy Colt 
D-Theodore 1. Coe 
A-Becky Ann Compton 
D-W. Patrick Cunningham 
A-Robert Alan Danielson 
M-Bruce Wayne Durbin 
D-Wendy Lee Eveland 
D-Joe Michael Gordon 
M-Ronald E. Grabowski 
D-John Willis Graham 
D-Laura J. Hamill 
M-Iris Sue Hawkins 
D-Everett 1. Hudgens 
A-Susan Joan Robertson Keller 
A-Douglas A. Lawrence 
A-Jody Lynn Lester 
M-Margaret E. Loree 
M-Donn R. McGinnis 
D-Dayle Elaine Miller 
A-Marshall Galen Most 
M-Mary Lou Murelaga 
A-Bruce R. Peterson 
M-Daniel Lee Prinzing 
D-Janice Marie Riener 
A-Mary Helen Rupp 
A-Sally Elizabeth Rutledge 
M-Angela Ruud Siebert 
A-Linda Maxwell Silva 
M-Christine Eckert Simon 
D-Barbara Easton Smith 
A-Brenda Lea Roos Spurgeon 
M-James C. Stark 
A-Susan Norton Stark 
A-Anne Marie Suk 
M-Carolyn D. Thorsen 
D-Lavona M. Utz 
A-June 1. Williams 
D-Lowell C. Wise 
D-Paula G. Yarnot 
D-Francie Yzaguirre-Brown 
M-Rhea R. Zaldain 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
M-Suzanne Christensen Andrews 
A-Barbara Accomazzo Brobeck 
D-Van Culver 
A-Aria Alma Filipovs 
M-Virginia Kohring 
M-Janet-Lee Murphy 
A-Linda Katherine Short 
M-Denise Cantrell Streitenberger 
M-Lisa Anna Wirtanen 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, ENGLISH 
A-Linda Sue Emery 
A-Heather M. Garonzik 
D-Darrel 1. Hammon 
M-Marian Kay Thomas 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, HISTORY 
D-Peter Christopher Koehler 
A-Katharyn Ann Mattson 
D-Richard S. Smylie 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, MUSIC 
A-Constance C. Branton 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, 
READING EDUCATION 
A-Elizabeth Florang Baker 
D-Pamela E. Bauer 
M-Helen Myers Crewse 
D-Deborah Kay Curl 
M-Cynthia S. Danielson 
M-Martha C. Eich 
A-Jaclyn Sue Fisher-Lindsay 
M-Val Hart 
M MAY, 1987 
M-Caryl Irene Humphries 
D-Jane Mack McCorkle 
M-Marlene T. Parker 
M-Alice Jacqueline Hanlon Shaw 
M-Carole Sheridan 
M-Debra K. Mousetis Staup 
M-Katharyn Tuten-Puckett 
D-Marca Lynn Yarbrough 
D DECEMBER, 1986 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION, 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
D-Janie Sue Allen 
M-Maria Yvonne Anderson 
D-Priscilla Ann Anderson 
M-Joyce G. Dallas 
M-Diane Hilton 
A-Kevin C. McDonough 
D-Cynthia Lee Galvin Powell 
M-Kim Kristine Riordan 
D-Susan Elaine Ryder 
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY 
D-Paula 1. Hill 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
D-Andrea C. Anderson 
M-Andrew B. Artis 
M-Courtney C. Badour 
D-Stephen T. Banick 
M-Tom M. Beitia 
A-Heidi Marie Bolinder 
M-Catherine A. Bourner 
M-Kathi Rae Brobeck 
M-Clark 1. Carter 
A-Jay Robert Caven 
D-E. Barton Chaffee 
D-Michael Joel Chakarun 
M-Richard E. Christopherson 
M-Sophie Coquillat 
D-Roberta H. DeHart-Kitchell 
D-Hilda Arline Devlin 
M-Valerie Claire Dickerson 
D-Frances Xavier Durkin 
D-Robert Lynn Friend 
M-J . Eric Glover 
M-Gary James Goslin 
M-Laura Margaret Lorton Harbert 
M-Glenda J. Harness 
M-Geo. G . Harrington 
M-Patricia A. Henderson 
M-Rigby Jacobs Heusinkveld 
M-Joseph Keith Holmes 
D-Kristine S. Kiker 
A-Kevin H. Kruse 
D-Lynda Joanne Maricle Kuwahara 
D-Lyle I. Larson 
M-Michael Andre Lovato 
M-Rex I. Mecham 
A-Robert N . Newhouse 
D-Karen 1. Ogden 
A-Francis 1. Pearce 
D-Patricia Ann Phillips 
D-Gregory Rolbin 
M-Mary Therese Rotering 
M-Norman 1. Schlachter 
D-Tamara R. Schlachter 
M-Allen T. Schmoock 
D-Nancy M. Self 
M-Gilbert 1. Silbernagel 
M-John Korter Simpson 
D-Julie M. Surabian 
D-H. Robert Tanabe 
A-Richard Kenneth Tracy 
M-Paul F. Turnbull 
D-Kathleen Anne Walker 
M-Janet E. Weaver 
A-Melanie Williams 
A-Dennis Ray Wilson 
D-Jian Yeh 
M-Ahmad Fauzi Bin Zahari 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
M-Patrick Charlton 
M-Susan K. Eby 
D-David S. Georgiades 
M-Ann D. G. Heilman 
A-Carol Fuji Kreider 
M-Carla Lynn Levinski 
M-Marilyn McCarthy Manning 
M-William Charles Miller 
A-John Andrew Pfeiffer 
M-Rob Rambo 
A-Michael A. Staves 
D-Donald E. St. Peter 
M-Richard Arave Wilson 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING 
M-Robert Allen Hillan 
A = AUGUST, 1986 
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D-Craig E. Weathers 
SECOND DEGREE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PHOTOGRAPHS - Photographs will be taken of each graduate as s/he receives the diploma by Chappell Studio, Inc. A free proof 
will be provided; and orders may be placed, if desired, by any graduate. 
Guests are requested to remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony including processional and recessional. The main 
floor will be open for picture taking following the program. 
ELEVATOR - An elevator is available at entrance 1 (northeast) for use when stairs are a barrier . 
EMERGENCY CARE - Emergency medical personnel will be stationed on the parquet level (orange seating area) as well as in the 
First Aid Room in the lobby area at entrance 1 (northeast). 
RECEPTION - Graduates, faculty, and guests are cordially invited to the reception in the Ballroom of the Student Union Building 
immediately following the ceremony. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
The processional music, " Golden Jubilee," was composed by Professor Mel Shelton for Boise State University's 50th anniversary (1982). 
Members of BSU Wives and Women and BSU Association of Office Personnel have volunteered to serve at the reception to express 
their best wishes for the graduates and their families . 
The Commencement Committee expresses its appreciation to Mr. Neldon Oyler, Instructor in Horticulture, for arranging the flowers 
for the ceremony and reception . 
The honor color guard is provided by the Cadet Company of the Boise State University ROTC; Commander, Cadet Sargeant Major 
Thomas Anderson . 
ACADEMIC D RESS 
For centuries academic dress has been associated with learning. Its origin is considered to be ecclesiastical, though the gown of 
the medieval scholar may have developed out of the ordinary civilian costume of an earlier period. The medieval scholar was often 
a monk, who found the hood and gown a protection against the cold of his cell. The sleeves of his gown were used for carrying his 
books and supplies . 
In the United States, three types of gowns and three types of hoods have been devised for the bachelors, masters, and doctors, 
respectively. The square caps are the same except that the doctor' s may be made of velvet and have a tassel of gold . 
The distinguishing characteristic of the gowns is the sleeves: pointed and hanging to the knee, for the bachelor; closed (the arm 
coming through a slit at the elbow), square at the end, extending well below the knee, for the master; full, round, open, bell-shaped, 
adorned with three bars of velvet, for the doctor . 
The colors on the hoods represent two things: the wearer's Alma Mater and the department of learning. The linking of silk is in 
the color or colors of the college or university granting the degree . The trimming of velvet is the color that represents the departmeri t 
of learning in which the degree was obtained. The velvet trimming on a doctor's gown may also be of the departmental color or it 
may be black. 
Agriculture .. . .. .. ... . . . ..... . . . . ... . . .. . . . . .... . .. . Maize Medicine . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . .... . . .... . .. . . . Green 
Arts, Letters, Humanities .. . . . .. . . ... .. . ... . . . . . . .. . . White Music . . . . .. . . .. . . .... .. . . .... . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .... .. . Pink 
Business Administration .. ... . . .. . . . ... . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . Drab Nursing .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . . . . ... . . . ..... . Apricot 
Dentistry . .... . ... . . . . . ...... . . . .. .. .. ...... . . .... . . . Lilac Speech . ... . . . . ... . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Silver Gray 
Economics . . . .. . ....... . . .... .. . .. . . . . . . . .... . .. . . Copper Pharmacy .. .. . ... ... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. Olive Green 
Education . . . . . ... ..... .. . . . . .. . . . ... .. ..... . .. . Ligh t Blue Philosophy . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . ... . . . Dark Blue 
Engineering ... . . .. . ........ . . .. .. . .. .. . . ... . . ... . . Orange PhYSical Education . .. ... . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... Sage Green 
Fine Arts, Architecture .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. . . Brown Public Administration ..... . . ..... . . . . . ... . .. . Peacock Blue 
Forestry . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... .. . . .... . . . .. ... . . . . . ... Russett Public Health . . .. .. .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . ..... . . . . . Salmon Pink 
Home Economics .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .... . Maroon Science . . .. . . . .. . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Golden Yellow 
Journalism . . . . . .. . ........ . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . Crimson Social Science . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .... ... .... ...... . . .. Citron 
Law .. .. ... . . . .... . . .. ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . Purple Theology .. .. .... . ... . .... .. .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . . ... .. . Scarlet 
Library Science .... .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . .. Lemon Veterinary Science . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . Gray 
